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CARTOON CELEBRITIES

Rainbow Bright
Goes Goth
Indigo City, Rainbow Land
In a move that shocked the fashion
world today Rainbow Bright (whose
real name is Roeena Lifstein)
appeared on stage at a fashion show
in Milan wearing all black. Her entire
ensemble was colorless, except for
one angry streak of red in her hair.
She also wore white makeup on
her face, because, as she told one
reporter “I want to look dead, you
know, like a gothic person, like a
real one, you know.”
Ms. Bright, who has been the
frequent topic of tabloid stories lately, told a shocked press
corps that after a messy divorce and a brief stint in rehab, she

HEALTH AND MEDICINE

was finally ready to shed her previous
garrulous garb.
“I always felt like that dude from the
bible, man,” Ms. Bright, a native of
southern California said, “like now I
can be me, which is the real me, you
know, like when you’re surfing and
you see a shark coming at you and
it’s like POW! ZAM ! WONK!” she said,
punching three reporters in the head
before sticking her tongue out (which
was pierced) and running off to her
parent’s basement to hide.
Teddy Ruxpin, a longtime associate of
Ms. Bright, said he was not surprised
by her fairly severe new duds. “She
was always a little extreme. Would you
like to hear a story …” Mr. Ruxpin began, before his
batteries apparently died.

DISCOVERY CHANNEL SCREENSHOTS

American Red Cross
Expands Give-Away
Program
Washington, DC - In a stark
break from its long standing tradition of offering only free T-shirts
to blood donor, the Red Cross has
begun offering donors an assortment of alternate clothing items,
including socks, gloves, and underwear. “You see, many of our
most loyal donors are college
and graduate students”, explains
Jerry Wang, head of the Red Cross’s department of FreeGive-Aways. “And I can’t tell you how many letters I get
from them complaining about how they have so many new
T-shirts, and how they would really like something else for
a change.” So after many brainstorming sessions with focus
groups, it was decided to include non-T-shirt items in the
donor menu. “If it will bring more donors, and more precious
blood plasma, why the hell not?!” concluded Wang.
“We’re now in the process of evaluating the inclusion of higher-end items like jackets and shoes. Of course you will need
to give more than one pint of blood to get those — we’ll
need to establish frequent-donor accounts, but it’s definitely
doable. Who knows, if we manage to pull this off, we may
see an end to twenty-somethings walking around with holey
socks and underpants as well as our blood shortage.”
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Scientists Find Most Marine
Animals Eat Face First While
Running

Anteaters Decry Loss of
Traditional Ways

Despite Devotion to Red
Sox, Snake Makes Poor Bat

Winner of Aye Aye Beauty
Contest Still Ugly

Pangolin About to Pee on
Zoologist

Nudibranch Evidently
Too Cool For School
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